Kehinde Wiley:
Saint Jerome
Hearing the
Trumpet of Last
Judgement

“Kehinde Wiley is a history painter, one of the
best we have. He creates history as much as he
tells it.”
—Holland Cotter, Art Critic, The New York Times

Background
Otis recently acquired a painting by Kehinde Wiley.
This document aims to share the story of Kehinde
Wiley and the artwork.
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What Is Otis
Everyone has their thing. Maybe yours is sneakers, or
maybe it's contemporary art. Whatever it is, you get it
— the value assigned to a certain item, its cultural
significance, why it matters. But more often than not,
ownership of grails is out of the picture, whether
because fewer than 100 were made, or because that
six-figure price tag just doesn't work with your
budget.
At Otis, we turn aficionados into shareholders. We
believe in transparency, liquidity, and trusting your
own gut. We're democratizing an otherwise closed
market and making these alternative assets
accessible. Own shares in the things that you value,
and whose value you understand and build a
portfolio better suited to a museum than a stock
ticker.
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Disclaimers
The material in this presentation has been prepared by Otis Wealth, Inc.
(Otis) and is general background information about Otis’s activities current
as at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary
form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this presentation,
including forecast financial information, should not be considered as
advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation
to holding, purchasing or selling securities or other financial products or
instruments and does not take into account your particular investment
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information
you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard
to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should
seek independent financial advice. All securities and financial product or
instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the
risk of adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments
and, in international transactions, currency risk.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Investments in
alternatives, such as the investments offered on the Otis platform, are
illiquid and carry the risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks include,
but are not limited to, no operating history, limited diversification, risk of
damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors should carefully review
the risks located in the offering circular for a more comprehensive
discussion of risk.

Securities offered through North Capital Private Securities Corporation,
member FINRA/SIPC.

Otis is sponsoring a public offering pursuant to Regulation A under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The offering circular can be found
here.
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Kehinde Wiley
Kehinde Wiley (American, born 1977) is a contemporary
portrait painter most known for fusing historical
references of Renaissance paintings with modern
modes of representation. In 2017, he was
commissioned to paint Barack Obama’s official
portrait.

HIGHEST REALIZED PRICE AT
AUCTION (2018)

$300,000

SELL-THROUGH RATE (PAST
12-MONTHS)

100%

REALIZED PRICE/ESTIMATE
(PAST 12-MONTHS)

209%
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Source: CollectorIQ (data taken on August 9, 2019). Refer to glossary for explanation of terms.

Highlights
1.

Strong macro tailwinds: African American artists have
seen a recent surge in auction sales. According to Art
Agency Partners, 25% of the entire 10-year total value of
works sold at auction by African American Artists was
realized in the first 6 months of 2018. Kehinde Wiley
ranks among the top selling African American artists by
Artnet (based on total auction sales between
2008-2018 examining artists with the most solo shows
at 30 surveyed US institutions).

2.

Increase in momentum following career inflection
point: Barack Obama chose Kehinde Wiley to paint the
official Presidential portrait in 2017. Since the Obama
portrait, there has been increased auction demand,
demonstrated by a 100% sell-through rate and a 209%
price/estimate for the past 12 months (compared to an
84% sell-through rate and 152% price/estimate of alltime) as reported by CollectorIQ on July 15, 2019.

3.

Positive trends in 3-5 year average auction
performance: Based on an analysis of auction results,
we note the change in average price for Kehinde Wiley’s
paintings at auction is -4.7% in the last year, 183.7% in
the last 3 years, 111.6% in the last 5 years, and 181.5% in
the last 10 years (refer to pages 29-30). We purchased
the work directly from the artist’s gallery, Roberts
Projects, on the primary market, allowing us to get a 5%
discount on the purchase price.

Highlights (continued)
4.

Museum acquisitions reinforce the value of the
collection: There were only 11 portraits made for the
exhibition Kehinde Wiley: St. Louis, which took place
at the St. Louis Art Museum in 2018. Multiple
museums acquired works from this exhibition,
including the Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, the
Oklahoma City Museum of Art, Oklahoma City, and
the St. Louis Art Museum, St. Louis.

5.

Comparable work holds the highest auction
record: The work we purchased was created in 2018,
which is also the creation year of Kehinde Wiley’s
highest auction record, Charles I, that sold for
$300,000. According to The Science of Valuing Art,
an analysis put together by EY in 2017, the creation
year is used to benchmark value when appraising an
artwork.

6.

Kehinde Wiley’s increasing cultural significance:
In addition to having over 394k Instagram followers,
and 58.9k hashtags (as of July 15, 2019), Wiley counts
celebrities such as Swizz Beatz and Alicia Keys as
collectors. Additionally, Wiley is influential in the art
world as he opened an artists’ residency program in
Dakar, Senegal to support emerging artists.

Art as an Asset
Class

Art as an Alternative
Investment
The 2019 edition of The Art Market report by UBS and
Art Basel values the art market at $67.4 billion,
representing the second year of positive growth, up
6% year-on-year. A key driver of the art market is
global wealth - the report references Credit Suisse
estimates that by 2023, the number of millionaires
worldwide will increase more than 30% and the
number of of HNWI individuals with wealth over $50
million will increase by 37%.
The 2019 edition of the Knight Frank Wealth Report
indicates that art ranks #1 globally in the top 5 most
collected investments of passion. The same report
noted that art as a category appreciated 9% in the
last 12 months, and 158% in the last 10 years.
In Sotheby’s 2019 Investor Presentation, it is reported
that art has had a 0.05 correlation with the S&P 500
over 20 years (based on the Sotheby’s Mei Moses
Indices). That lack of correlation reduces overall
volatility when art is part of a larger diversified
portfolio.
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Evaluating Art
The Market Landscape
Art has been both a collector’s item and an investment for
decades, with a mature ecosystem of buyers and sellers.
The art market is split between the primary market and the
secondary market. Works on the primary market are sold
directly by an artist or gallery, whereas works on the
secondary market are generally sold by one collector to
another through an auction house or art dealer.

Factors that Determine Value
The most important factors that influence the value of an
artwork include the name-brand and career achievements
of the artist, scarcity, provenance, condition, size, medium
and year.

Pricing and Data
While the market for art is well-developed and robust with
many retailers and private dealers, auction results are the
only publicly available data. The auction market is
idiosyncratic and can result in premium prices for artists
that are in high demand because of auction momentum.
Inversely, buyers may obtain a discount at auction for
works or artists that are not in high-demand. According to
an analysis in Yale Law Journal, works offered on the
primary market are often sold at a discount. To examine
works, we use linear pricing, which adjusts for size, and is
calculated by dividing the price by the sum of length and
the width of work.
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Evaluating Art
Due Diligence Process
A thorough diligence process should examine factors
related to the artist as well as the specific artwork.
Artist factors include macro trends within the artist’s
market, past auctions results of comparable works,
and the artist’s career achievements, including gallery
representation, institutional recognition, biennial
inclusion, and major art reviews. Specific factors to
examine when evaluating an artwork include the
condition, provenance, size, subject matter, medium,
and year.
Recommended Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Widewalls
Artprice
Artnet
Mutual Art
Artsy
2019 UBS Art Market Report
Artsy: Why Investing in Fine Art is Different Than
Investing in Traditional Asset Classes
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Artist Overview:
Kehinde Wiley

Photo: Jared Siskin/Patrick McMullan via Getty Images

Kehinde Wiley
Kehinde Wiley (American, born 1977) is a
contemporary portrait painter most known for fusing
historical references of Renaissance paintings with
modern modes of representation. Born in Los Angeles,
CA, Kehinde Wiley earned his BFA from the San
Francisco Art Institute and his MFA from the Yale
University School of Art.
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Appropriating historical scenes, Wiley places young
African American men and women against elaborate
backdrops that combine references to both Western
and African textiles.
According to Artsy, “Wiley’s penchant for jarring
juxtapositions stems from his desire to complicate
notions of group identity.” In an interview he asked,
“how do we…go beyond the media stereotypes about
national identity? I don't really think about myself as a
young gay black American, nor do I interface with my
Brazilian or Mexican or Jewish friends that way.”
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CAREER ACHIEVEMENTS

Blue Chip
• Represented by reputable galleries, including
Stephen Friedman, Sean Kelly and Roberts Projects

Solo show at major institutions
• The Studio Museum in Harlem, NY, The Brooklyn
Museum, NY, The Jewish Museum, NY, St. Louis Art
Museum, St. Louis

Reviewed by a major art publication
• frieze, Artforum International Magazine, The
Guardian, Flash Art, Art in America

Highest auction record
• $300K (Charles I portrait sold in 2018)

Awards
• United States Department of States Medal of the
Arts (2015)

Social
• 394K Instagram followers
• 58.9K Instagram posts #kehindewiley
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CAREER INFLECTION POINT

Barack Obama Portrait
In October 2017, Barack Obama chose Kehinde Wiley
to paint the official Presidential portrait, which now
sits at the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery in
Washington DC. During the unveiling, Obama noted
that he appreciated Wiley’s ability to portray “the
beauty and the grace and the dignity” of the African
American community.

The Obama Effect
According to The Atlantic, attendance at the National
Portrait Gallery tripled since the showing of the
Obama portraits. The director of the National Portrait
Gallery, Kim Sajet, coined the term the “Obama effect”
to describe what she saw as the viewing of these
paintings “turning into a form of secular pilgrimage.”
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CULTURAL INFLUENCE

Celebrity Portraits and
Collectors
In addition to painting everyday citizens, Wiley also
paints celebrities, such as The Notorious B.I.G., Ice
T., and Santigold. Swizz Beatz and Alicia Keys have
been long-time collectors and supporters of his
career.
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CULTURAL INFLUENCE

Photo: @stefanruizphoto

Black Rock Residency
In 2019, Wiley opened an artists’ residency program in
Dakar, Senegal to cultivate a younger generation of
emerging artists, particularly in Africa. In addition to
wanting to develop global and local talent, Wiley
started the residency program to promote Dakar as an
international art destination.
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MAKING A STATEMENT THROUGH ART

Portrait Juxtaposition
Wiley often re-uses recognizable art history images,
such as a portrait of Napoleon, to critique the canon
of art history. By painting black people into these
historically significant paintings, he raises questions
about the visual absence of black bodies in art history.

Identity Politics
Wiley wants African Americans to be both the subjects
and audience of his paintings. According to The Art
Story, “Wiley’s portraits are an essential document of
the power, fashion, versatility and beauty of the black
community.” Instead of solely depicting important
subjects, he also paints normal people, harnessing the
portrait’s ability to elevate an everyday person.
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Saint Jerome
Hearing the
Trumpet of Last
Judgement

The Story
“Saint Jerome Hearing the Trumpet of Last
Judgement,” has been the subject of numerous
artist’s work for centuries, but its most famous
iteration was done by French painter Jacques-Louis
David in 1799. David’s painting captures a hermetic
doctor who, while translating a version of the Bible
into Latin, witnesses Jesus’ descent to Earth and
reaches out to him.
In Wiley’s version, we see elements of the original
composition, but its importance lies in the
differences. Most notably, his subject is African
American and female. Wiley inserts black people
into Renaissance paintings to subvert traditional
portraiture and rewrite Western art history to
include those who have been marginalized.
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The Painting
We chose “Saint Jerome Hearing the Trumpet of
Last Judgement" because in addition to being
featured in the notable Kehinde Wiley: St. Louis
exhibition, the work represents a significant
departure from his previous works.
Instead of painting the male figure, the subject is
female. In talking about his choice to portray
women, Kehinde Wiley said “that great historic
storytelling of myth-making or propaganda is
something we inherit as artists. I wanted to be able
to weaponize and translate it into a means of
celebrating female presence.”
In addition to the unique subject matter, we chose
this work for its striking aesthetic qualities—the
background displays his typical use of elaborate
European textiles as well as a vivid color palette.
Wiley often uses the color green in his paintings,
such as in the Obama portrait, to allude to lush
foliage.
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Specifications of the
painting
ARTIST

ARTWORK

SIZE

MEDIUM

CREATION YEAR

PURCHASED FROM

PURCHASED FOR

LINEAR PRICE PER IN.

YEAR PURCHASED
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*Purchase price includes a commission fee.

Kehinde Wiley

Saint Jerome Hearing the
Trumpet of Last Judgement

96 x 72 inches

Oil on Linen

2018

Roberts Projects

$237,500*

$1,413.69

2019

Provenance
Otis acquired Saint Jerome Hearing the Trumpet of
Last Judgement directly from Roberts Projects as part
of the Kehinde Wiley: St. Louis exhibition.

Condition
The painting is in excellent condition. The canvas has
been tensioned over a very thin stretcher, and retains
overall planarity but is slightly slack on the stretcher.
Evidence of underdrawings in what appears to be
pencil can be seen in a few areas throughout,
particularly in the background repeating patterns. The
paint layers have been applied very thinly and are in
excellent condition overall.
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Summary of Historical
Average Prices

Note: Data represents the average price at auction for a Kehinde Wiley
painting each year, sourced from Artprice on July 15, 2019. Data
excludes buyer's premium and other acquisition-related costs.

Change in Average Price for Kehinde
Wiley’s Paintings at Auction
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1 Year

-4.7%

3 Year

183.7%

5 Year

111.6%

10 Year

181.5%

All-time (14 Years)

305.2%

Interpreting Pricing Data
While interpreting the pricing and returns
metrics on the previous page, it is important
to note that condition, provenance, subject
matter, size, color palette, and individual
auction dynamics vary for each artwork, and
thus significantly affect the price realized.
Averages may be affected by these factors.
The auction market is idiosyncratic, and can
result in prices that are above retail in certain
situations because of buyer price
insensitivity and auction momentum.
Because of this, outliers are quite common.
A full list of auction results are included in
the appendix.
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Investment Risks
1. Supply Risk: In the event that Kehinde Wiley
increases his output or the market is flooded with
supply of his work, prices may fall. We aimed to
mitigate this risk by purchasing a work from an
exhibition with limited supply.

2. Market Risk: It is a possibility that the market has
already priced in the events and indicators we
consider as positive catalysts for Kehinde Wiley's
career. Additionally, it is possible that there will be no
additional catalysts to warrant a price appreciation
during our holding period or that he loses cultural
significance.

3. Investment Risks: Past performance may not be
indicative of future results. Investments in
alternatives, such as the investments offered on the
Otis platform, are illiquid and carry the risk of
complete loss of capital. Key risks include, but are not
limited to, no operating history, limited diversification,
risk of damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors
should carefully review the risks located in the
offering circular for a more comprehensive discussion
of risk.
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St. Louis Exhibition

NOTABLE EXHIBITION

Kehinde Wiley: St. Louis
October 19, 2018 - February 10, 2019
St. Louis Art Museum
Otis acquired a work from the notable exhibition,
Kehinde Wiley: St Louis.
The exhibition is deeply connected to St. Louis and
was informed by Wiley’s visits to the city in 2017.
Casting strangers from the street, Wiley invited people
he met in neighborhoods in north St. Louis and
Ferguson to model for his paintings. Wiley then
created eleven original portraits informed by carefully
chosen artworks from the Museum’s collection. The
works commemorate those who partook in the
Ferguson Unrest.
Kehinde Wiley: St. Louis was his first major show
following the unveiling of the Obama portrait, which
brought him critical acclaim.
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Museum Acquisitions
Museum acquisitions from the exhibition:

•
•
•

Oklahoma City Museum of Art, Oklahoma City, OK
St. Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO
Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, NE
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ARTIST TALK: KEHINDE WILEY

*Video opens in new window
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57SXWs8N4gU
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Appendix

Top Ten Selling African
American Artists with the
Most Solo Shows
1. Jean-Michel Basquiat - $1.7B
2. Mark Bradford - $117.2M
3. Kerry James Marshall - $46.6M
4. Julie Mehretu - $42.8M
5. Njideka Akunyili Crosby - $16.6M
6. Barkley L. Hendricks - $8.2M
7. Romare Bearden - $8M
8. Martin Puryear - $5.3M
9. Kehinde Wiley - $5.2M
10. Kara Walker - $5M

Note: Data examines the total auction turnover from 2008 - 2018 for the
25 artists who have had the most solo shows at the 30 US surveyed
museum. Source: Artnet
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COMPARABLE WORK

Charles I
ARTIST
ARTWORK

Kehinde Wiley
Charles I

SIZE

72 x 60 inches

MEDIUM

Oil on Canvas

CREATION YEAR
PURCHASED FROM
PURCHASED FOR
LINEAR PRICE PER IN.
YEAR PURCHASED
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2018
Sotheby’s New York
$300,000
$2,272.73
2018

Kehinde Wiley Auction
Transactions
Transaction
Date

Year of
Work

Title

Sale
price in
USD

Linear
Size
Pricing* (inches)

Link

05/15/2019

2006

Defend and Develop the Island
Together

$162,500 $859.22

107 x 83

Link

03/07/2019

2004

Passing/Posing Jean de
Carondelet

$130,800 $692.06

107 x 83

Link

03/01/2019

2004

Easter Realness #7

$100,000 $435.73

115 x 115

Link

02/28/2019

2004

Easter Realness #6

$350.22

116 x 116

Link

02/27/2019

2012

Untitled (The World Stage:
Brazil)

$150,000 $789.47

107 x 83

Link

02/27/2019

2017

Portrait of Garrett Gray

$243,750 $2,919.16

47 x 37

Link

11/16/2018

2017

Portrait of Quentin Lee Moore

$112,500 $1,592.92 38 x 32

Link

11/15/2018

2006

Portrait of a Lady

$118,750

82 x 71

Link

09/25/2018

2001

Conspicuous Fraud Series

$212,500 $4,260.65 28 x 22

Link

09/25/2018

2001

Passing/Posing Annunciation

$225,000 $1,200.80 81 x 106

Link

06/27/2018

2002

Passing/Posing (Diptych)

05/17/2018

2018

05/16/2018

$81,250

$99,180

$778.69

$780.84

63 x 63

Link

Charles I

$300,000 $2,272.73

72 x 60

Link

2002

Passing/Posing #1

$106,250 $705.98

75 x 75

Link

11/16/2017

2007

Madonna of the Rosary II

$150,000 $1,000.00 81 x 69

Link

09/28/2017

2004

Passing/Posing: Mugshot

$75,000

$694.44

60 x 48

Link

09/14/2017

2007

St. Francis

$107,323

$711.50

82 x 71

Link
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Note: Data examines all auction transactions of paintings on canvas (2017 - 2019) and includes the buyer’s
premium. Results have been converted to USD at exchange rates from the month of sale.
*Linear pricing is calculated by dividing the price by the sum of the length and the width.

Auction Results
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Source: Widewalls

Auction Results
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Source: Widewalls

Glossary
Bought-In: If there are no bids on a lot, or if bidding does not
reach the reserve price, the lot is “bought in,” meaning it is left
unsold and remains the property of the owner.
CIQ Liquidity: A liquidity score given by the art analytics tool,
CollectorIQ. A liquidity score of over 75 is considered good.
Linear Price Per Inch: A metric used to evaluate the fair market
value of an artwork, adjusting for the size of the work. The linear
pricing formula is: Price/(Height + Width).
Provenance: An important part of the authentication process,
provenance establishes the chain of ownership back (if possible)
to the date an item was created. Provenance can significantly
impact the value of an object.
Realized Price/Estimate: The percentage that an item sold at
auction was purchased for over or under the estimate.
Sell-Through Rate: The percentage of lots that were were offered
at auction and purchased.
Total Turnover: The total amount of money spent at auction on
works by a particular artist or asset.
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